language services for publishers
WRITEFULL’S LANGUAGE SERVICES FOR PUBLISHERS

Language quality assurance makes up a big part of publishers’ costs. Writefull’s services speed up language-related tasks such as triaging and copy-editing.

Language API
This API uses Writefull’s proprietary language models to revise the language of manuscripts. It can receive sentences or documents, and return edits and metrics in JSON or as Track Changes.

Writefull Revise
The Revise interface can be used pre-submission by authors or post-submission by copy-editors. Users upload their document and download Writefull’s revised version with Track Changes.

Manuscript Categorization API
This API leverages Writefull’s language models to assign a quality score or category to manuscripts. This score helps to automatise tasks like triaging, and to significantly reduce copy-editing costs.

Authors can use Writefull Revise with Track Changes to improve the language of their manuscript pre-submission.

The Manuscript Categorization API categorizes submitted manuscripts by language quality.

Optionally, the Language API can automatically revise manuscripts with poor language.

Another categorization run indicates the manuscript’s (improved) language score.

Depending on the manuscript’s category, a junior/mid-level/senior copy-editor is assigned to it.

Copy-editors can use Writefull Revise to speed up their work.

The Manuscript Categorization API can be used to evaluate copy-editors work and provide them with feedback.

The Writefull Revise interface or Language API can highlight any remaining language issues before publication.
other publisher services
In addition to language services, we offer APIs and user interfaces for metadata extraction and structural checks. Please contact us for more information.

AI language models
Writefull’s AI-based language models have been trained on millions of journal articles. Thanks to this, Writefull’s language suggestions follow the patterns of research writing.

costs
Pricing depends on volume and product. Please contact us for a quote.

security
At Writefull, we take privacy and security very seriously. All data are encrypted end-to-end and we use the most secure, ISO-certified solutions.

tailored model training
Where language edits or manuscript categorization are discipline- or publisher-specific, Writefull can train its models on publishers’ own data (texts).

about Writefull
The Writefull team consists of experts in Artificial Intelligence and Linguistics, and has been serving publishers and copy-editing companies for over 5 years. Writefull is based in The Netherlands and UK.

contact us
publishers@writefull.com

learn more
www.writefull.com/for-publishers